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The National Border Patrol Council appreciates the opportunity to share the views and

concerns of the 17,000 front-line Border Patrol employees it represents regarding the unintended

consequences of mandatory minimum sentences applied to law enforcement officers in the

performance of their duties. Perhaps no case in recent memory demonstrates the need for reforming

certain aspects of those laws than the unwarranted prosecution of Border Patrol Agents Ignacio

Ramos and José Alonso Compean. That case raises a number of serious questions and concerns

about the fundamental fairness of our system of justice, as well as whether or not its checks and

balances adequately protect against abuse by overzealous prosecutors. Although our judicial system

is unquestionably one of the best that has ever been developed, it is by no means perfect. When

inevitable mistakes occur, they must be quickly identified and remedied in order to foster and

maintain public confidence.

Since it is obviously impossible to establish a foolproof system of justice, it is important to

incorporate safeguards into the existing one. A welcome and necessary improvement is contained

in the “Ramos and Compean Justice Act of 2009.” This legislative proposal would allow judges to

downwardly depart from mandatory minimum sentences when necessary to prevent unjust

sentences. For example, law enforcement officers who are found guilty of using a firearm to commit

a crime of violence related to their employment would no longer be subject to the mandatory

minimum penalties contained in 18 U.S.C. § 924(c) for using or carrying a firearm during and in

relation to any crime of violence. This comports with the 1989 holding of the Supreme Court that

“[t]he ‘reasonableness’ of a particular use of force must be judged from the perspective of a

reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with the 20/20 vision of hindsight.”1  It is highly unlikely

that Congress intended that those provisions of the Gun Control Act be applied to law enforcement

1 Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 396 (1989).



officers who are using firearms – the tools of their trade – while acting within the scope of their

authority. It is important to recognize that this legislative proposal would not shield rogue officers

from the full consequences of their illegal actions, but would properly presume that the

overwhelming majority of our Nation’s law enforcement officers carry out their duties honorably

under extremely difficult circumstances, and must often make split-second decisions with

incomplete information. Forcing judges who preside over cases involving those issues to

mechanically apply minimum sentences can easily result in gross miscarriages of justice.

A careful examination of the facts of the Ramos and Compean case reveals that these two

agents were falsely accused and wrongfully prosecuted. Although this hearing primarily focuses on

the unintended consequences of mandatory minimum sentences, a basic understanding of that case

provides insight into how this travesty occurred and how to prevent recurrences. Accordingly, a

synopsis of the relevant facts of that case is set forth in the attached appendix. 

Although Ignacio Ramos and José Alonso Compean were released from prison by President

George W. Bush’s final act of executive clemency, nothing can compensate them for the twenty-five

months of their lives that were lost serving unwarranted sentences, nor can the harsh suffering of

these men and their families ever be erased. Moreover, the stigma of those unjust felony convictions

continues to follow them around, severely diminishing their employment opportunities and

curtailing other basic rights and freedoms enjoyed by most Americans. The adverse consequences

of that prosecution extend far beyond that, however, and still have a negative impact on morale

within the Border Patrol and numerous other law enforcement organizations. Many of these law

enforcement officers are left wondering if the same fate will befall them if they defend themselves

against an armed criminal. This is untenable in an occupation where even a moment’s hesitation can

spell disaster.
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In sharp contrast to the disbarment and prosecution of former Durham County, North

Carolina District Attorney Michael Nifong for wrongfully prosecuting three Duke University

lacrosse players, former U.S. Attorney Johnny Sutton and his subordinates have never been held

accountable for their actions. Until that occurs, other Federal prosecutors will be emboldened to levy

reckless charges against law enforcement officers in order to make a name for themselves and/or

advance hidden political agendas. The far-reaching ramifications of the prosecution of Ignacio

Ramos and José Alonso Compean, as well as the integrity of our system of justice, demand a full

and impartial investigation by an independent counsel with subpoena and prosecutorial jurisdiction,

and appropriate punishment for all of those who are found guilty of wrongdoing. Such actions are

long overdue, and the National Border Patrol Council respectfully urges Congress to commence that

process immediately.
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APPENDIX

 SYNOPSIS OF THE RAMOS AND COMPEAN CASE

Although some of the relevant facts in the case involving Agents Ramos and Compean are

in dispute, one thing is clear: There were only three eyewitnesses to the shooting that occurred on

the afternoon of February 17, 2005 in Fabens, Texas — Border Patrol Agents Ignacio Ramos and

José Alonso Compean, and Osvaldo Aldrete-Davila, a Mexican national who was transporting 743

pounds of marijuana into the United States. No one else who was near the scene of the shooting

could have possibly seen what transpired, as their view was completely blocked by the levee access

road, which is eleven feet higher than the ground on which they stood.

As one might expect, the version of events recounted by Agents Ramos and Compean differs

dramatically from the story told by the drug smuggler. The Border Patrol agents maintain that they

fired in self-defense because Osvaldo Aldrete-Davila was pointing a weapon at them, and he

contends that he was simply trying to flee back to Mexico. Since the drug smuggler absconded

across the international boundary, we will never know with absolute certainty whether or not he was

armed. It is possible, however, to glean some important clues from the few pieces of physical

evidence that were able to be examined. The bullet that struck Osvaldo Aldrete-Davila did not exit

his body, and a large fragment lodged in his right thigh near the skin and was subsequently

recovered. Moreover, the wound channel became infected and was still quite visible when he was

attended to by a doctor on March 16, 2005, about a month after he was shot.

The March 18, 2005 affidavit of the Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Inspector

General in support of the criminal complaint against Agents Ramos and Compean stated that “[o]n

or about March 16, 2005, Colonel Winston J. Warme, MD, Orthopedics, William Beaumont Army

Medical Center removed a 40 caliber Smith & Wesson jacketed hollow point projectile from the

upper thigh of the victim. Colonel Warme, MD, advised that the bullet entered the lower left

buttocks of the victim and passed through his pelvic triangle and lodged in his right thigh.” At the



trial, when Colonel Warme was asked if the “bullet was fired directly into the back of the person

who was shot, or was it fired at an angle through his body,” he responded that Aldrete-Davila’s

“body was on angle to the bullet,” and that “the bullet went in on an angle.” He also stated that “if

[the person who was shot] were turning, as [the prosecutor] demonstrated, [the shooter] would have

to be right behind the person.” In other words, at the moment that the bullet struck him, Osvaldo

Aldrete-Davila was running straight away from the Border Patrol agents, and his torso was twisted

back toward them.

This supports the agents’ claim that as the drug smuggler was running away, he turned back

and pointed a weapon at them. Logically, the only object that someone fleeing from law enforcement

officers would turn around and point at them would be a firearm. Long-standing experience has

shown that almost all smugglers carry weapons while transporting large quantities of drugs. With

the street value of his load of marijuana exceeding a million dollars, Osvaldo Aldrete-Davila had

a very large investment to protect, and was almost certainly armed that day.

In light of these facts, the only way to conclude that Agents Ramos and Compean should

have been prosecuted is if the word of a known drug smuggler is given more credence than the

sworn statements of two law enforcement officers, and also if the physical evidence as well as the

laws of physics are ignored. In this case, that is precisely what happened. The public statements of

the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Western District of Texas make it clear that these Border Patrol

agents were prosecuted because the former U.S. Attorney believed that they shot an unarmed suspect

who was running away, destroyed evidence, engaged in a cover-up, and filed false official reports.

In support of the contention that Osvaldo Aldrete-Davila was unarmed, former U.S. Attorney

Johnny Sutton pointed to the fact that all of the Border Patrol agents at the scene of the incident,

including Agents Ramos and Compean, testified that they did not see the drug smuggler brandish

a weapon as he slid into or climbed out of the drainage ditch. This does not prove that he was
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unarmed. It does, however, explain why none of the agents shot at him at that time. Osvaldo Aldrete-

Davila did not produce a weapon until after he was alone with Agent Compean on the other side of

the levee road, out of view of the agents who remained north of the drainage ditch.

It is also important to dispel the ridiculous notion put forth by former U.S. Attorney Sutton

that the drug smuggler tried to surrender, and that if Agent Compean had simply placed handcuffs

on him at that point, the incident would have ended peacefully. A careful analysis of the facts reveals

that nothing could be farther from the truth. Osvaldo Aldrete-Davila could have pulled his van over

to the side of the road and given up at any point after the Border Patrol vehicles following him

activated their emergency lights, but he chose to ignore them and speed away. He could have obeyed

the agents’ commands to stop after he exited his vehicle north of the drainage ditch, but he chose

to keep running. He could have stopped at the bottom of the drainage ditch, but chose to charge up

the other side at full speed toward Agent Compean. None of these actions are consistent with those

of someone who is desirous of surrendering. Agent Compean had every reason to believe that

Osvaldo Aldrete-Davila was attempting to assault him, and acted appropriately when he tried to push

him back down into the drainage ditch.

The alleged destruction of evidence consisted of Agent Compean picking up some of the

empty cartridges and tossing them into the drainage ditch a few yards from where they were fired.

If he were truly intent on “destroying evidence,” he would have taken the shell casings as far away

as possible and disposed of them. Rather than a sinister effort to conceal something, it is far more

likely that in a state of confusion induced by post-traumatic stress disorder, he reverted to his

firearms training, where agents are required to pick up their empty cartridges at the shooting range

and place them in nearby containers after firing their weapons.

According to former U.S. Attorney Johnny Sutton, the failure by Agents Ramos and

Compean to report the discharge of their weapons was a “cover-up,” as Border Patrol policy requires
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agents to orally report such actions within one hour of the incident. If the shooting were justified,

he reasoned, the agents would not have hesitated to make the required report. Again, the truth is far

less dramatic. Both agents believed that everyone at the scene knew that shots had been fired. In

fact, the April 12, 2005 Memorandum of Activity prepared by the Office of Inspector General of the

Department of Homeland Security corroborates this, stating that its investigation disclosed that all

nine of the other Border Patrol agents “were at the location of the shooting incident, assisted in

destroying evidence of the shooting, and/or knew/heard about the shooting.” Significantly, none of

these other employees were ever charged with any crimes for their actions or omissions on that day,

and only three of them were accused of administrative violations, and that was not until nearly two

years after the incident. The primary charges in those actions revolved around their alleged false

statements to investigators and lack of candor during the investigation. It is important to note that

the failure to report the discharge of a firearm is an administrative infraction that, by the agency’s

own rules, is only punishable by a “written reprimand to 5-day suspension.” It is also curious that

the highest-ranking supervisor at the scene of the incident not only escaped any form of punishment,

but has since received several promotions.

Finally, the allegation that Agents Ramos and Compean filed false official reports is based

upon the mistaken belief that they should have mentioned the discharge of their weapons in the

written report concerning the seizure of marijuana. The Border Patrol’s Firearms Policy specifically

precludes that, however, requiring that all “supervisory personnel or INS investigating officers are

aware that employees involved in a shooting incident shall not be required or allowed to submit a

written statement of the circumstances surrounding the incident. All written statements regarding

the incident shall be prepared by the local INS investigating officers and shall be based upon an

interview of the INS employee.” [Emphasis in original] The rationale for this prohibition is

explained in one of the preceding sections of the policy, which mandates that all “supervisory or
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investigative officers involved in the local INS investigation of the shooting incident are aware that

any information provided by any employee under threat of disciplinary action by the Service or

through any other means of coercion cannot be used against such employee in any type of action

other than administrative action(s) taken by the Service consistent with Garrity v. New Jersey, 385

U.S. 493 (1966).”

It bears emphasizing that in order to prosecute these two Border Patrol agents, the U.S.

Attorney’s Office granted a high-ranking member of the notorious Juarez drug cartel full

transactional immunity against prosecution for transporting large quantities of illicit narcotics in

exchange for his perjured testimony. This is unprecedented, and sends a terrible message to other

law enforcement officers, as well as to law-abiding citizens.

On September 24, 2005, shortly before the trial of Agents Ramos and Compean was

scheduled to begin, Border Patrol agents observed Osvaldo Aldrete-Davila drive a van to a location

near the same area of border where the February 17, 2005 incident occurred. Several individuals

crossed from Mexico into the United States and began loading marijuana into the van. When the

agents approached, Aldrete-Davila and the others fled into Mexico. Agents seized the van and

discovered 1,040 pounds of marijuana inside.

Less than a month later, on October 23, 2005, the Border Patrol and Drug Enforcement

Administration seized another 753 pounds of marijuana belonging to Osvaldo Aldrete-Davila in a

van parked in the back of a residence near the border. The house’s primary occupant identified

Osvaldo Aldrete-Davila by name and physical description, and also picked him out of a photo

lineup. Moreover, his brother in Mexico identified Aldrete-Davila over the phone as “the person

who was shot by Border Patrol agents about six months ago.”

All of this information was brought to the attention of the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the

Western District of Texas, which vigorously argued that it should not be allowed into evidence
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during the trial against Agents Ramos and Compean. Amazingly, the Judge agreed to conceal that

vital information from the jury. She also agreed with the U.S. Attorney’s Office that the level of

violence along the border between the United States and Mexico had no bearing on the state of mind

of Agents Ramos and Compean on the day of the incident, and the jury was not allowed to hear

evidence concerning that issue either. (On an average day, three assaults are perpetrated against

Border Patrol agents.) Similarly, testimony raising serious questions about the integrity of the

Border Patrol agent who initially reported the shooting to the Office of Inspector General was not

allowed in open court, and remains sealed. This individual, who was has been a close friend of

Osvaldo Aldrete-Davila since childhood, remains employed as a Border Patrol agent, has never been

disciplined for associating with a known drug smuggler and failing to report it, and in fact was

praised by the former U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Texas.

Although former U.S. Attorney Johnny Sutton stated that he believed that the penalty levied

against Agents Ramos and Compean was too harsh for the crime, this position is the height of

hypocrisy. Federal prosecutors have extraordinary discretion concerning which charges to file in any

given case. In the prosecution of Border Patrol Agents Ramos and Compean, for example, former

U.S. Attorney Sutton originally charged them with violations of 18 U.S.C. § 113(a)(1), “assault with

intent to commit murder,” which carries a maximum penalty of 20 years imprisonment; 18 U.S.C.

§ 113(a)(3), “assault with a dangerous weapon, with intent to do bodily harm,” which carries a

maximum penalty of 10 years imprisonment; and 18 U.S.C. § 113(a)(6), “assault resulting in serious

bodily injury,” which also carries a maximum penalty of 10 years imprisonment. None of these

charges have any mandatory minimum sentence associated with them. As the trial approached,

former U.S. Attorney Sutton added several more charges: one count apiece of violating 18 U.S.C.

§ 924(c)(1)(A)(iii), “discharge of a firearm in relation to a crime of violence,” which carries a

mandatory minimum sentence of 10 years imprisonment; one count apiece of violating 18 U.S.C.
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§ 1512(c)(2), “tampering with an official proceeding,” which carries a maximum sentence of 20

years imprisonment; and two additional counts of the same charge against José Alonso Compean,

which each carry an additional maximum sentence of 20 years imprisonment.

This stands in sharp contrast to a case filed two years ago by former U.S. Attorney Sutton

against an individual in Del Rio, Texas who fired a high-powered (.30-06) rifle at Federal, State, and

local law enforcement officers on the evening of January 28, 2007. While being handcuffed, the

suspect remarked that he only stopped firing because he ran out of ammunition. This person was

only charged with violating 18 U.S.C. § 111, “assaulting, resisting, or impeding certain officers or

employees.” That statute provides for an enhanced penalty of no more than 20 years imprisonment

if a deadly or dangerous weapon is used in the assault, but carries no mandatory minimum sentence.

More than two years after the aforementioned September and October 2005 incidents

involving the smuggling of large quantities of marijuana into the United States by Osvaldo Aldrete-

Davila, he was finally indicted and arrested for those crimes. He entered a guilty plea, and was

sentenced to nine and one-half years in prison. Aldrete-Davila subsequently appealed that sentence,

and the U.S. Courts of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit denied the appeal on June 29, 2009.
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